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FACTion

FACTion is published quarterly and available free-of-charge online. We print a small number of black and white paper copies for those unable to
access the internet, including serving prisoners. A contribution to cover the costs of printing and postage is encouraged, which runs at about £10
per annum.  It is provided free to all FACT members serving sentences.. Please contact sec@factuk.org or write to FACT for further details.
Apart from any wrongly accused, we welcome enquiries and contributions from academic institutions, students, lawyers, politicians, journalists
and any supportive of our aims and objectives. Visit www.factuk.org for details. Copy should be sent to faction@post.com or posted to FACT.

We invite original articles, poetry, photos, cartoons, letters, obituaries,, &c. Items for publication must be copyright-free or have the owner’s
written permission to publish. Items are included at the sole discretion of the Editor and remain the property of the author. Contact details must
be provided but may not be published.  Items published herein do not necessarily reflect the views or policy of the Editor or of FACT.

* Helpline 0843 289 2016

Whilst we are unable to give legal advice we do offer support to carers & professionals in positions of trust facing false
allegations, charges and/or conviction or found innocent but suffering problems resulting from hysteria, ignorance & rumour. Also
for family members & friends.  Calls cost about 5p per minute from a BT landline but may vary from other networks and could
be much higher from a mobile phone.

Treasurer: Anne    |  Secretary: Brian

Conferences & Twitter: Dr Ros Burnett

Press & Helpline Co-ordinator: Horatio Goodden
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Editorial: You are Not Alone!
FACT exists to give support for those wrongly accused and their families as well as fighting for
changes in the legal process and challenging some questionable investigative practices
employed by the police. Those of us who had the pleasure of attending FACT’s Spring Confer-

ence in Oxford in May would have been impressed by the way this event was staged to  showcase our
organisation and some of its aims and objectives.

I am pleased to include articles from our distinguished speakers within this special Conference edition and I
hope these will encourage and inspire you, whether you are an innocent accused of some dastardly crime
or someone interested in fighting for justice and not the shadow puppet we are increasingly offered.

The justice system today is undoubtedly flawed. This is partly because of the financial cutbacks in Legal Aid,
threatening the very basis of a ‘fair trial’ when defendants are unable to obtain the best defence team
necessary to fight their corner.

Another threat derives from the moral panic which seems to have caused such hysteria that those in charge
of law-making as well as those in the media have stopped thinking of the dangers of placing the civil rights
of children above those of adults. We are told the mantra of those within the child safeguarding community
must not be questioned…and if you do you must be ‘an apologist for paedophilia’.  The message from our
conference speakers shouts loud and clear that this is not so! An injustice is an injustice whether it is against
a child or vulnerable adult, or laid at the step of a teacher, carer or other professional in a position of trust.
There is no need for me to say that justice demands that each be treated equally.

A third threat - and perhaps this is the most insidious -  is  the erosion of the belief that all are innocent until
proven guilty. The battle to maintain this is clearly in the area where an accusation of sexual misconduct or
abuse has been made.

Being falsely accused places tremendous stress on the one in the spotlight, as well as on their family and
friends. The accused can become increasingly isolated but I hope those who attended the Conference or
who read the articles in this edition of FACTion will feel both supported and inspired.

Be assured: you are not alone. There are others in your position, as well as lawyers,   academics, journalists
and politicians, who understand your plight and are working to bring about necessary change. May this
encourage all FACT members to continue to support one another and to fight against injustice.

I’m sure all who attended the Conference are grateful to our speakers, panellists and
to those who contributed in other ways,  not least Dr Ros Burnett who really made it
possible. We are extremely fortunate to have someone of her intellect, enthusiasm
and ability as FACT’s friend and supporter. Towards the end of the Conference Nicho-
las and Brian presented Ros with a miniature rose bush, a book and a thank you card
signed by the National Committee members.

Thanks was also extended to our expert speakers and other
contributors. Special mention was made of the long service to
FACT of George Jenson, who continues to be a welcome
contributor to FACTion.

I am very keen to hear from readers about subjects they should like to see covered in
future editions. This is important as FACTion exists for its members and friends.

Items for inclusion in the Autumn edition of FACTion should reach faction@post.com or sent to FACT’s post
address by Friday 29th August at the latest. Mark Parry

Dr Ros Burnett

George Jenson
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David Jessel is best known for Rough Justice and Trial and Error, his television series
investigating miscarriages of justice. As a result of the evidence he and his team uncovered,
some 20 convictions have been overturned. In 2000 he became a Commissioner at the
CCRC where he served for ten years. Winner of three Royal Television Society awards, he
was also awarded the Bar Council’s Special Award for journalism, only the second time it
had been awarded – the first recipient having been his hero and friend, Sir Ludovic
Kennedy. Semi-retired at the age of 68, he is still concerned with justice issues, and
contributes to the Justice Gap website.

Professor Carolyn Hoyle, Director of the Centre for Criminology, has been at the  University
of Oxford Centre for Criminology since 1991. She has published empirical and theoretical
research on a number of criminological topics including domestic violence, policing, restor-
ative justice, the death penalty and miscarriages of justice. She teaches and conducts
research on: 'Restorative Justice'; 'The Death Penalty'; 'Victims'; and ‘Miscarriages of
Justice’, and supervises DPhil, MPhil and MSc students on these and other criminological
topics. She is currently conducting research into applications to the CCRC concerning
alleged miscarriages of justice, as well as writing (with Roger Hood) the fifth edition of The
Death Penalty (OUP).

Dr Mai Sato works half-time on a Leverhulme funded project, with Professor Carolyn Hoyle,
analysing how the CCRC makes decisions on potential wrongful conviction cases. Mai also
works half-time at the Institute for Criminal Policy Research on a EU funded project, Fiducia,
with Professor Mike Hough, exploring the applicability and limitations of various normative
measures - as opposed to the threat of punishment - in preventing crimes of cross-border
nature. She is also engaged in consultancy work for international organisations on trust in
the police and the death penalty. Mai recently published a monograph, 'The Death Penalty

in Japan: Will the Public Tolerate Abolition?' which examined public attitudes to the death penalty in Japan.

Adam Speker is a barrister specialising in defamation, privacy and media law. In 2001-2 he was
junior counsel for Christopher Lillie and Dawn Reed in their successful libel claim against the
authors of a report commissioned by Newcastle City Council accusing them of child sex abuse.
Since then, he has acted for accused individuals, against individuals so accused, and for those
who have highlighted and campaigned on these issues (such as the late Richard Webster). For
more information see http://www.5rb.com/member/adam-speker/

Terry Thomas is Visiting Professor of Criminal Justice Studies at the Leeds Metropolitan
University. He has written widely on the subject of 'managing' people with convictions for
sex offences in the community and is the author of the books 'Sex Crime: sex offending and
society' (2005) Willan Publishing and 'The Registration and Monitoring of Sex Offenders: a
comparative study' (2011) Routledge. He has spent time in the USA looking at their methods
of managing sex offenders and is currently completing research jointly with the University
of Leeds on the rehabilitation of sex offenders from prison.

David Thompson is a PHD student and Research Assistant at the University of Leeds,
currently working on a national research project which is assessing the impact of Circles
of Support and Accountability (CoSA) on the reintegration of those convicted of sexual
offences in the community.  He has co-authored some articles on the subject of sexual
offending and the management of people with convictions for sex offences with
Professor Terry Thomas

Conference Speakers
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Dr Ros Burnett reviews the Morning Session

Understanding and Overcoming
the Harms and Trauma of Being
Falsely Accused of Abuse

The 1st session was  intended primarily as an opportunity
for members to discuss the harms of being falsely
accused and to share any  coping strategies.  Allan
Shipham introduced the purpose and arrangements for
the session and spoke briefly about his own problem-
solving approach, which was featured in the March 2014
issue of FACTion, ‘Facts, Feelings, Future: The 3 Fs for
problem-solving’.   Those attending were invited to form
groups of  6-10 people to discuss questions set out on a
Worksheet and encouraged to chip in,  concentrating on
covering each of the questions in bold (see below). There
were some sub-questions which are not included here.
Horatio Goodden went round the groups helping to
facilitate the discussions and ensure that anonymous
notes were displayed on a notice board for others to read
later.

(1) What’s been the worst outcome /hardest thing to
bear?
• Being locked up and disbelieved.
• Being cut off when inside and feeling isolated.
• When I made a suicide attempt.
• Feeling suicidal, that life is not worth continuing or is

too unbearable.
• Life has never been the same since that knock on the

door.
• When colleagues/ family thought I was guilty.
• The impact on my family and the difficulties it causes

for them.
• Being unable to see children in the family.
• I’m fearful of even being near children in case people

react or it gets reported.
• Not being able to give natural affection to children.
• Degradation and pain of only being allowed to see

grandchildren under supervision.
• Relationships harmed, in some cases broken.
• Relatives horrified.
• Loss of network of support.
• Prospects for other relationships undermined.
• Massive impact on income.

• Being suspended from work, and not knowing what
the complaints were.

• Not being able to work.  Not being able to continue
same work or get new job.

• The loss of our effective usefulness in service.
• Excluded from being helpful and caring, e.g. dare not

give first aid anymore.
• Never being free of it – never being able to walk away

from the past.
• Fear that it could happen again.
• The sense of injustice is all-consuming.

(2) What has made things better for you? (Do’s)
• The personal impact depends on personality and

coping strategies.
• Support of family and friends.
• Speaking on the phone to sympathetic listener.
• Support of  and information from FACT.
• Meeting other people in a similar situation.
• Getting  rid of solicitor who wants you to plead

guilty.
• Putting everything in writing.
• Keeping everything that might be evidence.
• Getting character references.
• Spending time on allotments, walking,  exercise and

keeping fit.
• Try to use media to raise awareness and to chal-

lenge prejudices and misinformation.

(3) What has made things worse for you? (Don’ts)
• Police pressuring ‘witnesses’ to make or support alle-

gations.
• Untrue media coverage, and being demonised in the

media.
• Fairness of trial compromised by extensive biased

media coverage.
• Records that might have helped the defence are not

available.
• Even in some cases when records probably are avail-

able, we’re told they are ‘lost’.
• What made it worse  for me was adverts in ‘Inside

Time’ encouraging prisoners to contact solicitors
about treatment in approved schools etc with a view
to getting compensation.
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• What made it worse for me was being persuaded to
plead guilty for tactical reasons when was innocent
– that was the biggest mistake.

• Pressured interviewing, intimidation,  and trying to
put words into my mouth.

• When claiming innocence, one is treated terribly by
Probation, Parole Board, Police.

• Unsympathetic treatment by Probation. They make it
clear they are there for the community,  not for you.

• What made it worse for me was the lack of account-
ability of those in positions of trust who adminis-
tered the allegation.

• The collusion and double standards of those in
charge of the investigation in covering up their
wrongdoing.

• Complete invasion of privacy,  and treated as 2nd class
citizen or worse.

• Criminal records and Sarah’s Law.
• ECRB publish all ‘historic’ lies ad infinitum.
• The suspicion and mistrust based on ‘no smoke

without fire’ view.
• Though the records are false, they are taken as Gos-

pel because came from the police.
• The system:  refers any complaint on without any

scrutiny.
• Loss of faith in the law and in people in the legal

profession.
• Defending and fighting case is bankrupting – with no

result.
• People in the legal profession have insufficient

knowledge to provide a good defence.
• Some are charlatans taking advantage of emotional

state.
• Being rejected by my church.
• Feel extremely  vulnerable to finger pointing.
• Anyone who knows the fact of your conviction can

misuse this for revenge etc.
• Social services have infinite power to slander you.
• The judge threw my case out, but social services still

sent out letters suggesting I could be a danger to
children.

• Accuser selling their ‘victim’ story to magazines.
• Shambolic processes and organisations, corrupt in

some cases which mean that once accused it takes
hold and can’t be shaken off.

• It doesn’t go away: six years later the restrictions are
still there.

• Operation Pallial. Bias in the media and history re-
peating itself.

• Fear of what is coming next: not being allowed to
use social media.

• The police revisiting complainants to ‘trawl’ for alle-
gations.

(4) Have there been any silver linings?
• Paying more attention to own health and welfare.
• Some of the great people I would not otherwise

have met.
• When in prison was given the role of teaching others
• Meeting new people of importance to me  and find-

ing some inner peace.
• Increased knowledge gained about the criminal jus-

tice system.
• My faith was restored somewhat when the judge

criticised the process and investigation and threw
case out.

• When the Police found out I’m innocent.
• Realising the importance of a clear conscience:

knowing one isn’t guilty is worth everything.

Further Discussion and Sharing
Thanks to all who contributed to the above discussion.
Feedback from the conference indicates that many mem-
bers found this session beneficial.  People who had not
been to a FACT conference before said it helped them to
feel included; and others commented that it made it
easier for them to communicate on matters that normal-
ly they keep to themselves.

Perhaps more importantly,  there is a need to share such
information with a wider public that does not realise just
how much harm is done to individuals and their families
by false allegations,  nor how difficult it is to recover from
this form of injustice.  There are also ways in which
people affected can learn from each other how to make
the best of a terrible situation – or avoid making matters
worse.  Some of the above comments will no doubt strike
a chord with readers unable to attend the conference. If
anyone wants to add their own experiences. Please email
me : ros.burnett@crim.ox.ac.uk if you would like to con-
tribute in this way,  or if you wish to write your own
account under the heading at the top of this article.
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Thank you for inviting me to kick off this afternoon’s
session of FACT’s conference. You have been
especially generous in your invitation given that
most television investigations ignore the issue of
falsely accused carers and teachers, preferring the
cases of good honest murderers.

But as for my time as a Commissioner at the CCRC,
although sometimes dispiriting – largely due to the
shadow of ‘real possibility’ looming over us from the
Court of Appeal – I remember two cases in particular
which gave me some satisfaction: the first was that
of a falsely  accused music teacher who we
successfully referred after a review of the science of
recovered memory.  Alas, he did not live to hear his
conviction quashed.  The second was of a care home
assistant convicted after his alibi evidence could not
be supported by staff rota records which had gone
missing.   As a blunt non-lawyer Commissioner, it just
felt wrong to me that a defendant was effectively
denied his only defence – and I’m glad to say my
more learned colleagues and the CACD agreed with
my amateur opinion.

The best thing I’ve heard for a long time came from
the mouth of a senior Conservative politician.   I
don’t often say that.   But the politician was Andrew
Mitchell, claiming he had been falsely accused by the
police in the Plebgate affair.  “If they can do this to a
Cabinet Minister,” he said, “what chance have
ordinary people?”     As I tweeted at the time – ‘listen
to the dull clank of the penny finally dropping’.
What many of us have known most of our adult lives
– carers and teachers better than anyone -  that we
are all vulnerable to false accusations and certainly
less powerful that a Tory minister to resist them –
had finally got through.

I think a big problem with those who are indifferent
to, or unaware of miscarriages of justice is a failure
of imagination.   They cannot imagine the sense of
utter and desperate loss when you have lost your
appeal, lost your legal support, lost your liberty, your
reputation, your career, your family, your life – and
there’s nothing you can do about it.  For my part, I
remember reading a description of wrongful
conviction as ‘like being tortured for information you
don’t actually possess.’ They cannot imagine how, as
Lord McAlpine said, “it gets into your soul, into your

bones.”  Another Tory – at this
rate, criminal justice reform will
be in next year’s Conservative
election manifesto.

We can only hope, for his own good, that Chris
Grayling gets accused of a crime of which he is
innocent.  Then he might know what it is like to be
defended by a solicitor who is paid a maximum of
£250 to read the case papers to decide if an appeal
is worthwhile. Legal aid cuts are just one part of the
perfect storm which is building    toward hurricane
force and which   directly threaten the falsely ac-
cused.

A second element – you won’t need reminding – is
the gathering momentum around the Operation
Yewtree and associated cases.   Now I make no
comment on these, but I do know that all those
factors that lead to false accusations will have been
encouraged by the prosecutions, and none of those
factors which promote caution over such allegations
will have been discouraged.

I’d couple with that the new orthodoxy that ‘the
victim must be heard’ which so easily blurs into the
concept that the complainant must be believed.
Victimology is shark-infested waters in which I do
not publicly dare to paddle;  I’d only commend an
article by the barrister Barbara Hewson which I
found on the FACT website which forensically
anatomises and coolly critiques the victim culture.

Legal Aid cuts, the fallout from Yewtree, and a third
element – don’t for a moment believe that the
higher judiciary are immune to the effects of moral
panic.  Consider this careful view from Lord Chief
Justice Woolf in 2001 in an interview where he said
child sex cases presented the greatest danger of
miscarriages of justice; abuse allegations "were easy
to make" and might be motivated by claims for
compensation.   He said serious concerns had
already been raised … over a number of paedophile
convictions…involving "very old offences" from
former residents of children's homes. He said many
of the recollections, "may not be accurate",
especially when they were "tempted" by awards
from the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board and

David Jessel warns of “A Perfect Storm”
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the police were asking, "Did anything happen to
you?"

Plans to relax the rules of evidence could add to the
danger of miscarriages of justice in child abuse cases,
he warned. Now compare that with a recent lecture
from the last LCJ Lord Judge in the last few weeks.
Lord Judge was damning in his indictment of past
processes which, he argued, ‘discouraged or
effectively disenfranchised the young from coming
forward’.  With cases of historic sexual allegations
coming to the fore “we are,’ he said, ‘catching up
with the consequences of the problems  ignored or
created by earlier generations.’ He questioned
whether a belief that children were not worth listen-
ing to was part of the reason for the recent
emergence of so many historic sexual abuse cases.
This belief, combined with rules of admissibility
designed as a safeguard to protect the innocent
from wrongful conviction, and the ‘competency
test’, whereby ‘children below some     notional fixed
age could not give evidence’ simply closed the door
to many children’s complaints.  In other words, the
court’s thinking, swayed, I have no doubt, by the
recent prosecutions, has lurched into complete
reverse from where it was 13 years ago.

Let me be frank.  I believe some accusations are true.
But I was always struck – when I was a Commissioner
at the CCRC – by the sheer fragility of the evidence
in these case, especially when set against the
consequences I referred to a minute ago.  In the end,
it was so often one person’s word against the other,
often with the judge weighing in to assist the jury by
saying ‘you have seen the complainant.  Is it possible
to imagine that she could have made up so many
disgusting and terrible things?’

I have to tell those judges that these days it is
commonplace for young teenagers to download
porn videos of anal, oral and whatever sort of sex
and send clips via their mobile phones to girls saying
that that’s what they’d like to do next time.

We live in a different world.  It’s time judges did, too.
And I wouldn’t restrict this attitude to sex cases.  In
cases of so called Shaken Baby Syndrome the court
regularly shirks the truth that in all but obvious cases
the best scientific knowledge is that we do not know
what happens to some of these babies.  One day,
when neuroscience finally yields up it secrets, we

will look on Shaken Baby Convictions in the same
way we think about burning witches.

I mentioned the CCRC, and have to include that as
the fourth component of my perfect storm. When I
was a Commissioner, I was shocked by the sheer
volume of child sex cases – up to 40% of the entire
case load.   These cases were overwhelmingly
rejected on the grounds that there was little or
nothing that could be done.  Many of them were
rejected on the grounds that the applicant had not
appealed, and so the CCRC could only refer in
‘exceptional circumstances’ which the CCRC alone,
with its special powers under section 17, has any
chance of discovering.   Well, people often don’t
appeal because they are told by their own defence
team that they can’t find any grounds; the applicant
is in no position to find any exceptional
circumstances.  But in this cruel Catch 22 the CCRC
rejects the cases on the application form alone, on
the grounds that they don’t contain any exceptional
circumstances.

To be frank, the sheer scale of these applications,
much of it with no merit at all – ‘my nine year old
stepdaughter never complained at the time’ –
induces a miscarriage fatigue.   My advice to
solicitors involved with the CCRC is to put the
Commission on notice that they expect the CCRC at
least to implement its own Formal Memoranda, and
take the prescribed investigatory steps involving
past and continuing social service records, school
records and so on.   Confidentiality gags me, but I
was at times aware of the dangers of screening out
these cases without any further investigation at all.

Still with the CCRC, I am disturbed by a referral rate
which has reduced in crude terms from 4% when I
left in 2010 to 1.6% now.  I honestly don’t believe
that miscarriages of justice have more than halved
over the past few years.  I do believe, however, that
there has been a steady drift away from the
investigative function of the CCRC to baldly
analytical, case paper processing.  The foreword to
the 2012/13  CCRC annual report claims that most
miscarriages of justice arise from procedural
matters, and that  “there are simple checks which
can usually establish whether complainants’
credibility might be an issue for consideration.”

In my practical experience of 30 years of
investigating miscarriages of justice, the answer only
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rarely lurks in
the paperwork.
I have always
found that
whenever you
actually meet a
prisoner or a
witness, or go
to the scene of
the crime, you
discover something new. You are unlikely to get the
same result from simply interrogating a database.
At the CCRC I did help to push through a pilot
programme where in every sex case the applicant
should at least be seen.   This was speedily closed
down by the accountancy tendency of the CCRC as
being expensive and of no quantifiable advantage.

Resources do have an effect on delivery, and that’s
as true of justice as anything else.  35 case review
managers cannot do justice to 1600 cases a year.

I come to my fifth, and probably the most depressing
element – in what I confess has been a less than
cheerful speech.  But I believe it contains the seeds
of hope.  We have lost interest in miscarriages of
justice.  As a former Channel 4 boss told me rather
languidly, Miscarriages of Justice are a bit 80’s.
Today, the quashing of a conviction after nine years
scarcely warrants a paragraph - even in the Guardian.

It doesn’t help that those who are concerned about
miscarriages are in a state of civil war - innocence
projects notoriously clawing each other’s eyes out,
squabbling over cases, refusing to co-operate with
the media – “why should we give all our research to
you?” – in one case persuading a prisoner to
abandon his solicitor – an iconic figure in the history
of miscarriages of justice.  The divisions in our
mission show that we have dropped the torch that
my friend and hero Ludovic Kennedy lit, and it can
only serve to please those who are indifferent to
justice.

Let me appeal for a truce. We can all work together
towards the discovery and cure of miscarriages of

 justice.  If the CCRC hasn’t the resources to do the
investigative spadework, let’s hand the task to those
students in the Innocence Projects to bring to the
CCRC and say – what do you make of that, then?”
Let’s encourage the CCRC to be more open to cases
with a high media profile – they have a high profile
because journalists have done some digging and
come up with new evidence.

And yet… I do detect a renewed concern about
justice in this country. Hillsborough, Plebgate,
Tomlinson, undercover police officers , made-up
crime figures, the appalling shortcomings of the
Police Federation are once again fanning the spark of
concern about our criminal justice system.  The
success of the Justice Gap website – I beg you to
follow it – is also another straw in the wind.

I have always been an optimist – it’s what made me
in 1985 chose to present Rough Justice rather than
the Holiday programme.  No brainer, because  I
believe that whether its Hillsborough, the Birming-
ham Six, the Luton Post Office murders  which went
back to the Court of Appeal five times before justice
prevailed,  the case of Eddie Gilfoyle, even maybe
Lockerbie - the truth does have a habit of worming
itself to the surface.

It needs help to do so.  It needs an awful lot of help.
But I sense a mood in society more ready to accept
that terrible mistakes are made in the name of the
law; the growth of the feeling that if we are to put
the needs of victims first, that includes victims of
justice and false accusations.  Even Channel 5 are
about to launch a miscarriage of justice series.  The
pendulum has a habit of swinging back, but it needs
the continued momentum of the falsely accused
individually and collectively, and of FACT as an
organisation.  It needs the falsely accused and
wrongly convicted to have faith that however aban-
doned they feel – they are not alone.  There is hope.
The time will come.  Public concern about justice and
the falsely accused is returning. After all, if Andrew
Mitchell can see the light, it could happen to
everybody.
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Adam Speker - Defamation & Libel
It barely needs stating to this
audience how important
reputation is and how easily
it can be besmirched. The
House of Lords in Reynolds v
Times Newspapers explained
that:

“Reputation is an integral and important part of the
dignity of the individual. It also forms the basis of
many decisions in a democratic society which are
fundamental to its well-being: whom to employ or
work for, whom to promote, whom to do business
with or to vote for. Once besmirched by an unfound-
ed allegation in a national newspaper, a reputation
can be damaged forever, especially if there is no
opportunity to vindicate one's reputation. When this
happens, society as well as the individual is the loser.
For it should not be supposed that protection of
reputation is a matter of importance only to the
affected individual and his family. Protection of rep-
utation is conducive to the public good. It is in the
public interest that the reputation of public figures
should not be debased falsely. In the political field, in
order to make an informed, choice, the electorate
needs to be able to identify the good as well as the
bad. Consistently with these considerations, human
rights conventions recognise that freedom of expres-
sion is not an absolute right. Its exercise may be
subject to such restrictions as are prescribed by law
and are necessary in a democratic society for the
protection of the reputations of others.”

The law of defamation - the collective name for the
torts of libel and slander – provides a route for an
individual to vindicate his or her reputation in the
civil courts when it has been damaged by a false
allegation. The purpose of the law is to hold a bal-
ance between freedom of speech and the right to
reputation.

As a very brief introduction to the law, what a
claimant has to prove is that a statement has been
made to at least one third party that is defamatory
of him or her. Under the new Defamation Act 2013 a
statement is defamatory if it has caused or is likely to
cause serious harm to reputation. If so, the state-
ment is presumed to be false. If the statement pub-
lished to the third party is that a carer or a teacher

has abused or assaulted a child, for instance, or
there are reasonable grounds to so suspect, then
there will usually be no real issue that such a
statement will be considered sufficiently serious to
be actionable. Nor will it be in dispute, usually, that
such a statement is factual.

Any action for libel must (usually) commence within
one year of publication. It must relate to a specific
publication. It is important to identify the
publication because it impacts on all other aspects of
a claim. For instance, the precise meaning of a
statement – would it be understood to mean guilt or
that there were grounds to suspect or grounds to
investigate? Does it contain a specific or general
sting? How many people read it? When was it
published?

The main defences to a factual allegation of the kind
mentioned are that the imputation is true. Or that
the statement was made on a privileged occasion.
That is an occasion where the courts and Parliament
have decided that the importance of freedom of
speech outweighs a right to reputation. A privileged
occasion can be either absolute or qualified. If
qualified, the defence can be defeated by proving
that the person making the statement was mali-
cious. The law recognises that is in some cases there
is public interest in the world knowing about an
allegation, even if they cannot be proved to be true.
That was once described as a responsible journalism
defence but is now known more simply as a public
interest defence.

With that simple (and incomplete) summary I
propose to address a few points.

Can you sue for libel if you have been convicted?
No. If you have been convicted, then the law of def-
amation will not help you, however unjust the con-
viction. The law states that a conviction will stand,
for the purposes of a defamation claim, as conclu-
sive proof that the offence was committed. Moreo-
ver, if the false allegation you wish to sue upon is
different but less serious than the offence for which
you were convicted and hence will not materially
injure your reputation given what has been found
to be true, then the law will also not help you.
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Are there other laws I can use?
Defamation does not sit alone from other causes of
action. This is particularly so since the courts
recognise reputation to be protected under article 8
of the European Convention (the right to respect for
private and family life). It is closely related to causes
of action such as misuse of private information,
breach of statutory duty under the Human Rights
Act, Data Protection Act or Protection from Harass-
ment Act. However, a defamation action is the only
means whereby vindicatory damages can be
obtained and it can address the substance of the
allegations – whether the allegations are true –
rather than   process, which is the main focus of a
judicial review. It is worth thinking about other
causes of action as well though. This is because, for
example, you can be harassed by the repetition of
true statements as well as false ones.

Can I sue the complainant?
You can sue any individual who participates in the
publication although the Defamation Act 2013 seeks
to focus attention upon the originator of the state-
ment as opposed to, say, a distributor or internet
service provider. The crucial questions are: to whom
has the allegation been made? Where has it been
made? And is it wise to do so?

If the allegation is made in court, then individuals are
protected from civil actions, including defamation
claims, save for a claim for malicious prosecution.
This protection has been extended to statements
made outside of court if made for the purpose of a
possible action or prosecution and at a time when
the possible action or prosecution is being
considered.

If the complainant, however, tells others then the
position is not so clear-cut. He or she will usually
have at least a qualified privilege defence if telling
individuals in authority, such as a school teacher but
if the statement is made on Facebook or in the
playground, then he would almost certainly have to
prove the truth of the allegation.

It is always difficult to decide whether it is sensible
to sue a complainant. They may induce sympathy.
They may not have the means to publish any
vindication to people who read the original
publication. It may be hard to negotiate a settlement

since they do not think commercially. They may not
have any money to pay legal costs or damages.

If I do sue the complainant what is the standard of
proof?
The law presumes the allegation is false and has
caused some damage. It is for the defendant to
prove the truth of it. That would be on the civil
standard, on the balance of probabilities. It is a
single scale but the courts have said that the more
serious the allegation, the more cogent the evidence
must be. Few courts, however, decide cases on the
burden of proof alone. They hear the witnesses give
evidence. They consider any medical evidence or
contemporaneous material (e.g. emails sent at a
time before there was a dispute) and come down on
one side or the other. It cuts both ways. The burden
is upon the complainant to prove the truth of the
allegation. But the standard is lower than in the
criminal courts.

Moreover, there are various rules that can compli-
cate matters. First, there is the issue of meaning.
What was said? Was it a specific allegation about
one incident or was it general? Depending upon
what is said it may be possible for a defendant to rely
upon other complainants as well to prove the truth
of an imputation. What is clear is that it is not always
possible to run a case as you might wish to.

Would my case be heard by a jury?
The Defamation Act 2013 has reversed the presump-
tion in favour of jury trial. So in almost all situations
in the future defamation cases will be tried by a
judge sitting alone.

Can I sue a public authority?
It is in this area that there has been the greatest
change in the law of defamation. If the defamatory
statement by a public authority impacts on the
Article 8 rights of the claimant (as it would almost
inevitably do), a Convention right is in play. In that
event, the public authority must not publish the
statement unless such publication fulfils one of the
legitimate aims in Article 8(2) and meets the require-
ment of proportionality. A public authority cannot
rely upon a qualified privilege defence unless its
publication satisfies the above requirements. The
point is best illustrated by an example, see the case
note on Clift v Slough Borough Council.
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It should be noted that it is still open to a public
authority to defend a defamatory statement as true.
Truth is an absolute defence to a defamation claim,
irrespective of whether the public authority has met
the lawfulness test and even without  demonstrating
a public interest in the publication.

What about the Media?
It is often the repetition of allegations in the press
that most upsets people because that is how
information becomes known to family, friends,
neighbours and work colleagues.

The media do not stand in the same position as a
public authority because they have a recognised
right to freedom of expression under article 10 of
the Convention and the law of defamation balances
that right with the right to reputation under article
8.

The media can, of course, like every other defendant
that publishes an allegation, seek to prove the truth
of the allegation by calling witnesses and often try to
do so. They may consider that do so will generate
good publicity. However, to defend an allegation as
true is expensive and difficult. The complainant who
may be reported usually has no obligation to the
newspaper. He or she may go missing before any
trial, as does happen.

The media tends to want to rely upon either
statutory reporting defences or privileges, for
instance, where a fair and accurate report of what
went on in court is published. Or they will seek to
rely upon what was known as Reynolds defence but
is now set out in statute in s4, Defamation Act 2013.
Essentially, there is a defence to an action for
defamation where a defendant can show that the
statement complained of was or formed part of a
statement on a matter of public interest and the
defendant reasonably believed that publishing the
statement complained of was in the public interest.
That is determined by having regard to all the
circumstances of the case. See the case notes on
Flood v Times Newspapers and Qadir v ANL.

What about publications online?
If the individual who posted the statement on line is
identifiable then that individual must be sued.
Indeed, there is now no jurisdiction to sue an individ-
ual who is not the author, editor or publisher if it is
reasonably practical to sue one of those individuals.
If not, then you need to look to take action against

the operator of the website. They, however, are well
protected in law these days. In summary, they will
not be considered a publisher at all until they are put
on notice that what they are publishing is
defamatory and untrue. Once, they are on notice,
they will be considered to be a publisher but have a
number of defences available to them.

I will not go through them here. What I will say is
that it is worth complaining and doing so in detail
making clear what publication is complained about
and it is false. The effect of the recent ECJ decision
on Google’s obligations as a data processor remains
to be seen but it may well assist those who have
been the subject of historic allegations. It allows an
individual to ask Google to disable the ability of an
individual to find material online through its search
engine. If Google refuses, a complaint could be made
to the Information Commissioner or it could be sued.
Google has said it will publish how it intends to
respond soon.

What can I do about old publications?

It depends. The Google decision points one way. The
new Defamation Act another. It extends the one
year limitation period in libel to online publications
which means that time runs from the original publi-
cation date and not every time the statement is
read. It is hard to sue over historic allegations but
not impossible.

What about the Cost?
Defamation actions can be very expensive and it has
a reputation as a rich man’s game. However for
many years conditional fee agreements have existed
that have allowed ordinary people access to the
courts to vindicate their reputations. They have
been used to allow access to justice to individuals
including Christopher Lillie and Dawn Reed, Kate and
Gerry McCann, Christopher Jeffries, Robert Murat
and Andrew Mitchell MP.

CFA are colloquially known as no win, no fee agree-
ments. That is true up to a point but you may still be
liable for some costs or disbursements and if you do
not have insurance you have to pay the other side’s
costs if you lose. At present they allow the lawyers
for the successful party to recover a success fee.

At the time I acted for Christopher Lillie and Dawn
Reed, the law did not allow for the recovery of a
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success fee from the other side. Since then they have
done so and insurance companies have been willing
to provide protection to cover the other side’s costs
if you lose (provided a lawyer has deemed the case
has a 60% prospect of success). However, changes
are afoot and we are in a period of uncertainty. The
unfairness caused to defendants who are required
to pay not only their own costs and those of the
other side but a hefty success fee and a large
insurance premium has led to changes in many areas
of law where CFAs are used e.g. personal injury
cases.

That is not the case yet in relation to defamation
claims. There has been a government consultation
on other forms of funding and it is likely that
conditional fee agreements will remain in some
form, probably reverting to how they were in the
Lillie & Reed days. There are a number of solicitors’
firms and barristers who specialise in this field and
who will act on a CFA.

Conclusion
To conclude, where there has been an allegation
that is false and no conviction, then the law of
defamation is an option. It is by no means straight-
forward to take a defamation action but it can be
done even by ‘ordinary’ people, particularly with
assistance from specialist lawyers. It will always be
necessary to consider carefully the statement made
and to whom it has been published. Some people
may properly need to know it (e.g. the police or so-
cial services). But even if they do, they may act un-
lawfully in telling others. Where defamatory
material has been published to the world at large,
the main issue will be whether that publication was
responsible. For online publications, a website
should correct or update or remove a statement
upon receipt of a complaint explaining clearly why
it is false or they will provide details of the
individual who posted it to allow you to take action
against that person. If they do not do so, they risk
losing for any future publication, defences that may
have been available to them.

See Adam Speker’s Case Studies on the next page

Chris Saltrese Solicitors is a law firm providing a
premium service in representing clients accused of sexual
offences and domestic violence, in criminal proceedings.

We have unrivalled expertise in these areas,
both regionally and nationally.

Many of our clients face allegations as a result of domestic or relationship
disputes, contact disputes, mental health problems, financial incentives

and have no prior experience of the criminal justice system.
Often these allegations involve uncorroborated, historic allegations.

In this complex arena specialist legal advice and
representation is vital especially as recent changes in the law,

designed to convict genuine offenders,
also put the innocent at greater risk of injustice.

We particularly welcome carers, teachers, and health care
professionals who have been accused of abuse and are likely

to be subject to a criminal investigation.

Where allegations have been made we would be happy to
advise, whether or not criminal investigations are underway

For further information please contact

Chris Saltrese Solicitors
13 Scarisbrick New Road,

Southport, PR8 6PU
Phone: 01704 535 512

Chris Saltrese Solicitors
www.chrissaltrese.co.uk/mail@chrissaltrese.co.uk
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Lillie & Reed v Newcastle City Council [2002] EWHC 1600 (QB)

Chris Lillie and Dawn Reed were qualified nursery workers at
a day nursery. In 1995 Newcastle City Council commissioned
a report into allegations of child abuse at the   nursery. The
report was written and published to the council by its au-
thors (“the Review Team”) in November 1998. On 12 No-
vember 1998 the council held a sub-committee meeting
where the report was presented to members of the sub-
committee, the press and the public. It concluded that Mr
Lillie and Ms Reed were guilty of sexually, physically and
emotionally abusing children in their care both inside and
outside the nursery, sometimes acting alone and sometimes
involving other people. They were given no forewarning
about the publication. The conclusions were widely report-
ed in the local and national press and the claimants were
forced to flee from their homes, go into hiding and change
their names. They sued the Council, the Review Team and a
local newspaper for libel (which settled during the trial.)
After a 79 day trial the Judge ruled that the allegations of
child abuse were untrue and that he was entirely satisfied
that they were innocent; that the Review Team had a de-
fence of qualified privilege but it was vitiated by express
malice since they abused the occasion, acted in bad faith
and consciously set out to distort and misrepresent the
evidence. Newcastle City Council had a defence of qualified
privilege because the report was published at a Council
meeting. Each Claimant was awarded £200,000, the then
maximum award of libel damages. The Court was satisfied
that each of them had merited an award at the highest
permitted level and both had earned it several times over
because of the scale, gravity and persistence of the allega-
tions and aggravating factors. They were entitled to be
vindicated and recognised as innocent citizens who should
be free for what remained of their lives untouched by the
stigma of child abuse.

KC v MGN [2012] EWCA Civ 1382; [2013] 1 W.L.R. 1015 KC

was the biological father of Baby P. He had been wrongly
referred to as a child rapist in an article published by the
defendant in its People magazine. The defendant had of-
fered a swift apology and made an offer of amends under
the procedure in the Defamation Act 1996, which had been
accepted. The level of damages was left to be decided by the
court. Bean J said that the nature of the allegations was very
serious. The People magazine had a circulation of about half
a million copies, and an estimated readership of 1,200,000
people. Taking into account these factors the judge had
used a starting point of £150,000, which he reduced by 50%
to factor in the apology and use of the scheme. The defend-
ant appealed against the starting point that had been used,
claiming it was too high. The Court of Appeal agreed, and
said it should have been £100,000. The trial judge had
placed too much weight on the circulation and readership
figures of the magazine in coming to the starting point, and
insufficient focus was given to the number of people who
would have read the article and actually identified KC as

being the man referred to
(he was not named in the
article; he was only identifi-
able to those who knew
that he was the father of
Baby P). The correct award
was therefore £50,000 instead, taking account of the 50%
discount. The new starting point would be consistent “with
the limited publication and early apology, [but] would never-
theless adequately reflect the abhorrent nature of the crime
falsely alleged against KC and the damage done to and its
impact on him” [49].

W v Westminster City Council (No.2) [2005] EWHC 102 (QB);
[2005] 4 All E.R. 96
W sued the first defendant, a public authority, and two of its
social workers over statements published in a report to a
Child Protection Conference where five people were
present. The concern was that the claimant was a predatory
paedophile who was grooming an 11 year old girl for sexual
abuse and prostitution. At an earlier hearing Tugendhat J.
dismissed an application on behalf of the defendants that
publications made in a child protection conference were
covered by absolute privilege; outlined the test to be ap-
plied to determine whether or not any of the defendants
were malicious and granted the claimant permission to
amend his particulars of claim to include a claim under s7 of
the Human Rights Act 1998. At trial Tugendhat J. dismissed
the libel claim on the basis that the defence of qualified
privilege succeeded and the defendants were not malicious.
The Judge also held that the disclosure of concerns about
the claimant at the conference was an improper interfer-
ence with his article 8 rights and made a declaration to that
effect. Damages were not required to afford just satisfaction
but had they been the Court would have awarded £1,000
(see [352]).

Bryce v Barber, July 26, 2010

The defendant, a chef, had fallen out with the claimant, a
certified bailiff who was studying law at Stafford University.
The defendant had posted an indecent image of a child on
an internet social network site alongside a statement which
suggested that the claimant was a paedophile. Judgment
was entered against the defendant. The claimant adduced
evidence on the assessment of damages that the posting
had caused him great distress and would have been visible
to more than 800 people. The judge found the posting to
have been malicious. There was no apology or expression of
remorse, and damages were assessed at £10,000.

Bento v Chief Constable of Bedfordshire [2012] EWHC 1525
(QB)
Bento had been convicted of murder but, following fresh
evidence, an application to quash the conviction and order
a retrial was granted, although the CPS ultimately decided
not to pursue the prosecution. The defendant, upset with

Case Studies
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that decision, issued a press release criticizing the CPS,
which was held to mean that the decision was wrong be-
cause the claimant was “probably guilty of the offence”. The
defendant pleaded justification and qualified privilege, but
failed on both counts. The statement was untrue because
the defendant could not establish that the claimant killed
the deceased on the balance of probabilities. The qualified
privilege defense was also rejected because the public
interest was not served by the police issuing statements
suggesting that a decision of the CPS was wrong, because
the individual concerned was probably guilty. An attempt to
rely on reply to attack privilege also failed; it was premature
if it was intended to rebut an attack on the defendant’s
conduct, and would have been disproportionate in any
event. There was no evidence of publication on a national
scale, but various local media had been emailed the
statement. £125,000 damages were awarded, with aggrava-
tion attributable to the pursuit of the justification defence
at trial.

Campbell-James v Guardian Media Group Plc [2005] EWHC
893 (QB); [2005] E.M.L.R. 24
Campbell-James complained about an article published in
The Guardian newspaper in September 2004 headed “UK

officers linked to torture jail” which falsely linked him with
the notorious abuses at Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq in 2003.
Colonel Campbell-James accepted an offer to make amends
made by the defendant under s.2 Defamation Act 1996.
Eady J. considered the allegation to be very serious: “anyone
who truly bore a degree of responsibility for such atrocious
abuse of power, even indirectly, would rightly be reviled and
made the subject of criminal charges or, at least, military
discipline”. The judge also noted Col Campbell-James’s dis-
tress at being accused of something which he found
“personally abhorrent”. There was solid evidence before the
court of a serious security risk to Col Campbell-James and his
family following the article. The Guardian was criticised for
waiting three months before publishing an apology and
correction, when there should have been “an immediate
and generous acknowledgment of error”. Its attitude was
described as “remarkably casual”. Eady J. considered
£90,000 to be the correct notional starting point for
damages which would have been awarded at trial and 35%
to be the appropriate percentage reduction taking into ac-
count the offer of amends and apology. The claimant was
accordingly awarded £58,500 in compensation.

The UK sex offender ‘register’ was started in
September 1997. In September 2012 a new appeal
mechanism was introduced that allows people who
have been required to register for life to apply to
come off the ‘register’. This article looks at these
new appeal arrangements; the article divides into
two parts:

● The Register

● Applying to come off the register

The word ‘register’ is put in quote marks throughout
this article because it is only short-hand for what are
properly referred to as the ‘notification require-
ments’. The relevant law makes no reference to a
‘register’.

Once on the register no distinction is made by the
law or the enforcement authorities between people
rightly convicted and those who claim they have
been wrongly convicted. Inevitably the burden of
registration must fall more heavily on those who
have been falsely accused and convicted in
straightforward psychological terms.

Professor Terry
Thomas and

David Thompson
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Part One - The UK sex offender ‘register’

Origins
The origins of the idea for a UK ‘register’ in the
mid-1990s are hard to discern. There was no real
swell of public opinion demanding a sex offender
register. There had been no high-profile ‘case’ in the
courts showing the need for a ‘register’ as had been
the case in the USA.  There had been a small Home
Office study carried out by academics at the
University of Manchester on the policing of sex
offenders that declared:

“The system is haphazard and it is very easy for
offenders to become invisible…there are no clear
systems for tracking the individual and monitoring
his movements. The information is rarely updated
and, if it exists at all, often consists of a box file of
outdated letters at the back of a filing cabinet” (Hugh-
es et al 1996: 34)

Michael Howard, the then Home Secretary, an-
nounced the proposal for a register at a conference
of probation officers in Coventry in March 1996
(Bennetto 1996). A Consultation Paper on the subject
followed in June (Home Office 1996) and of the 238
respondents some 87% were in favour and support-
ive of a sex offender register for the UK. (Hansard HC
Debs 25 October 1996 WA 965)

In America a Federal law had required every State to
introduce a sex offender register in 1994 and some
British newspapers had picked up on that story.
There was also a general election looming and each
party was trying to out-do the other in terms of
being tough on law and order. Nobody was going to
argue at this time against a measure designed to
regulate the behaviour of adults who committed
sexual offences – especially when their victims might
be children.

According to the Consultation Paper the register’s
primary purpose would be to:

“Ensure that the information on convicted sex
offenders contained within the police national
computer is fully up to date.”

(Home Office 1996: para.43)

The thinking was that if the police were provided
with this up to date information it would:

“help them to identify suspects once a crime had
been committed, but could also possibly help them
to prevent such crimes. It might also act as a
deterrent to potential re-offenders.”

(ibid emphasis added)

The language here is noticeably tentative. The regis-
ter could ‘possibly help’ prevent crimes and ‘might
also act as a deterrent’; if it helped detect offenders
after a crime it had been of little use in terms of
public protection.

The parliamentary debate on the resulting Sex
Offender Bill was quite uncontroversial. The Labour
opposition spokesman said he was only too happy
‘to get [this Bill] through as quickly as possible’
(Hansard HC Deb January 27 1997 vol. 289 col.33). What
discussion there was centred on:

(1) whether the public should have open access
to the ‘register’ comparable to the American
‘community notification’ laws (or ‘Megan’s
Law’);

(2) whether ‘suspected offenders’ should be in-
cluded on the ‘register’; and

(3) whether or not it should be ‘retrospective’

The answer to all three questions was ‘no’ (for more on
the full debate see Thomas 2011: 62-4).

Outside of parliament there were critics (see e.g. Liber-
ty 1996) but it was left to a columnist for The Times
newspaper to argue that ‘there is no reason for this
Bill. No reason at all. It is simply a piece of election-
eering’ (Parris 1997). The Bill received its Royal Assent
31 March 1997.

The Sex Offender Act 1997 and the Sexual Offences
Act 2003
The UK ‘sex offender register’ started on 1 Septem-
ber 1997. It was a low key introduction and the
media hardly mentioned it. Princess Diana had been
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killed in a car crash the day before and the papers
had their hands full with that story.

The original Sex Offender Act 1997 was repealed and
replaced by the Sexual Offences Act 2003 where the
law on the ‘register’ can now be found in sections
80-93. As already stated the law does not mention
the word ‘register’ at all and speaks only of ‘notifica-
tion requirements’. The term ‘sex offender register’
has become the usual short-hand way of referring to
these ‘requirements’.

In short – a person convicted of a designated sexual
offence is automatically (1) required to notify the
police of certain changes in their circumstances and
in particular their address and any international
travel they intend to make. If there are no changes
they must make an annual declaration to the police
that there are no changes. Failure to notify the police
of changes is an offence in itself.

The period of time such ‘notification requirements’
continue for are dependent on the seriousness of the
sentence that was imposed. This varies from an in-
definite ‘life-time’ requirement for people sentenced
to 30 months or more imprisonment to two years for
people who only received a police caution. The list of
designated offences leading to registration can be
found in Schedule Three of the Sexual Offences Act
2003; there are 37 different offences for England and
Wales.

The Home Office has always been anxious to make
clear that the registration of sex offenders is not a
punishment or a part of the punishment people
receive for their offences. It is a separate civil matter
concerned only with the aim of public protection.

Later Refinements
Over the years the register and its notification
requirements have got steadily more onerous. At
first a person on the register could notify at any
police station or they could notify by post or email;
this was changed so that they had to go only to
certain ‘prescribed’ police stations and they were
stopped from using post or email and had to turn up
in person. In 2003 the police were given a ‘duty to
risk assess’ all those on the register and in 2006 they
were give powers to apply for a forced right of entry
to carry out this risk assessment if they thought they
were being excluded from a household.

More and more information was gradually required
from registrants including details of any foreign
travel, passport details, bank and credit card details,
and details of other people living in the same house-
hold. Included in the details of foreign travel was the
requirement to give information relating to
destination and point of arrival, accommodation
arrangements, the identity of any carrier, date or
return and point of arrival.

Being on the register was also a gateway to
applications for Sexual Offences Prevention Orders
(SOPOs), Risk of Sexual Harm Orders (RSHOs) and
Foreign Travel Orders (FTO’s) all putting their respec-
tive  restrictions on people. In 2008 the Child Sex
Offender Disclosure scheme allowed the police to
disclose information on sex offenders to members of
the public when children might be having close
access to the person concerned.

This general tightening of the sex offender register
has been discussed elsewhere (see e.g. Thomas 2005,
2008 and 2010) (2), and the danger has always been
that instead of being a measure of public   protection
it becomes part of the punishment. The Home Office
recognised this as long ago as 2001:

“Challenges to the Sex Offender Act on human rights
grounds have been successfully resisted because the
registration requirement has been seen as an
administrative consequence of a sentence passed by
the court, rather than being a separate sentence in
its own right. Were the registration requirement to
become more onerous, there could come a point at
which the Act could no longer be seen as an
administrative requirement.”

(Home Office/Scottish Executive 2001: 13 emphasis added)

We might add here that the onerous nature of the
registration requirements must inevitably be
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experienced as an even more punitive exercise by
those who have been falsely accused and convicted.

Part Two - Applying to come off the Register

In the original law a person receiving a custodial
sentence of more than 30 months for a designated
sexual offence was automatically placed on the sex
offender register for life. There was no form of ap-
peal unless the original conviction was quashed
when the notification requirements were also
quashed. The seriousness of the sentence has been
the determining factor rather than the assessment
of any risk of harm posed to the community.

This position changed in September 2012 when an
appeals system was introduced for these life-long
registrants. Other people on the register for deter-
minate periods have still to complete their ‘notifica-
tion periods’ before they were no longer required to
‘notify’; there is no appeal system for them.

Early Arguments for an Appeal System
In 1996-7 during the run up to the parliamentary
debate at least three organisations were known to
be unhappy with the possibility of a lifetime’s regis-
tration. Liberty argued that lifetime registration
would be unworkable and that if it was necessary
then ‘individuals concerned must have the right of
appeal and a regular right of review’ (Liberty 1996:
para.43). NACRO said that a person should be able
to ‘apply to a court to have [registration] lifted if he
could show clear evidence of having settled to a
non-offending way of life’ (NACRO 1996: 7) and the
Association of Metropolitan Authorities (AMA)
opposed indefinite registration as being ‘too se-
vere’ and ‘undermining the possibility of rehabilitat-
ing offenders’ (AMA 1996: 30).

Attempts were made to amend the Bill during its
passage through parliament to allow variation and a
form of appeal for people on the ‘register’ who
thought they could be safely de-registered (the word-
ing of the proposed amendment can be seen at Hansard HC
Debates Standing Committee D 4 Feb. 1997 col.19).

Timothy Kirkhope for the government said he
wanted to see no one ‘guilty of the relevant offenc-
es . . . be able to escape the registration require-
ments (and) that the registration period should not
be  capable of alteration’ and that:

The Bill sets tough periods of registration which will
put a great obligation on people. However those
periods are also proportionate to the seriousness of
the offence, as it is established at the time of   sen-
tencing (Hansard HC Debates Standing Committee D 4 Feb.
1997 col.24)

For the opposition Alun Michael pointed out that:

“(such) inflexibility creates the possibility of an   in-
dividual’s having to go on reporting changes of ad-
dress for decades, including moves from a
residential home for the elderly to a hospital or
hospice. There is at present no mechanism in the
Bill for ending the requirement.” (Hansard HC Debates
Standing Committee D 4 Feb. 1997 col.28).

The amendments were not accepted. Kirkhope
agreed that ‘it is difficult to determine precisely the
appropriate length of the registration period’ but
argued:

“The provisions are tough. We have decided on
them with considerable care and after extensive
consultation . . . the court might need more than
the advice of the police, however well informed, to
make an effective assessment of continuing risk. It
would need other expertise such as psychiatric ad-
vice, and input from the probation service to try to
make a fair decision. Therefore a significant amount
of bureaucracy would have to be created.” (Hansard
HC Debates Standing Committee D 4 Feb. 1997 col.23-4; (2)).

This was the official position until a court case in
2010.

Thompson v Home Office 2010
Angus Aubrey Thompson from Newcastle was one
of the earliest people to go on the sex offender
register; his length of sentence meant he was on for
life. In 2008 he started a legal challenge that he
should have the right to appeal against his        re-
quirement for indefinite notification. Mr Thompson
regarded himself as no longer a risk to anyone.

Thompson’s legal challenge was joined by a child
referred to only as ‘F’; ‘F’ had gone on the ‘register’
as an 11 year old following conviction for two   of-
fences of rape of a six year old boy. He was   con-
victed after a contested trial on 17 October 2005
and his length of sentence meant he was on the
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register for life. He also regarded himself as no
longer a risk to anyone.

All three levels of the UK courts considered the
matter and agreed that there should be a form of
appeal and that at present the Sexual Offences Act
2003 was incompatible with Article 8 (the right of
privacy) of the European Convention on Human
Rights; their judgements can be found here:

● The Divisional Court initially granted the
respondents claims and made a declaration of
incompatibility with the Convention in  December
2008 (F and Angus Aubrey Thompson v. Secretary of State
for the Home Department [2008] EWHC 3170)

● The Court of Appeal dismissed the Home
Office appeal against the Divisional Court decision
(F and Angus Aubrey Thompson v. Secretary of State for the
Home Department 23 July 2009 [2010] 1WLR 29)

● The Supreme Court found registration to be
proportionate (within the parameters of Article 8)
but agreed that there should be some form of
appeal available in order to review the position
and to end the requirement to notify should the
time come when that is appropriate (R (on the
application of F (by his litigation friend F)) and Thompson (FC)
(Respondents) v. Secretary of State for the Home Depart-
ment (Appellant) [2010] UKSC 17).

The courts looked at the impositions made by the
registration requirements and accepted the
argument that there should be a mechanism to re-
view long term registrants and the need for contin-
ued registration; the absence of any appeal
arrangements meant a declaration of incompatibility
could be made with the European Convention on
Human Rights.

The Governments Response
The Home Secretary Theresa May announced her
response to the Supreme Courts’ ruling on 16th
February 2011. She was not happy. Her statement
was prefaced by the comments that ‘the
government is disappointed and appalled by the
ruling’ and intended to make ‘the minimum possible
changes to the law’ (Hansard HC Debates 16th   February
2011 col. 959); the Home Secretary made reference to
the fact that Scotland had already (quietly)
responded (3) but as far as she was    concerned in
England and Wales ‘we will implement a much
tougher scheme’ (ibid).

In order to correct a declaration of incompatibility
with the European Convention on Human Rights the

Government had to ‘remedy the incompatibility’ and
a draft Remedial Order was duly laid before
parliament 14 June 2011. An appeal procedure was
to be put in place whereby the police would decide
on any applications by life-time registrants to come
off the register after 15 years if they no longer posed
a risk; there would be no right of appeal against the
police’s decision. Scotland had introduced a simple
appeal system to a sheriff.

The House of Lords/House of Commons Joint Com-
mittee on Human Rights examined the draft ar-
rangements and found them wanting. The main flaw
was in not having a clear independent and impartial
appeals system from the police decision (House of
Lords/House of Commons 2011: para 29)

The Government revised their Remedial Order and
this time included a right of appeal against a police
decision. In parliament Junior Minister James
Brokenshire said:

“A route of appeal to a magistrates’ court has also
been included. We are clear that we have developed
a process that is robust, workable and makes public
protection a central factor, while at the same time
preventing sex offenders being able to waste taxpay-
ers’ money by repeatedly challenging our laws. Sex
offenders who continue to pose a risk will remain on
the register and will do so for life if necessary.”
(Hansard House of Commons 5 March 2012 available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/ james-
brokenshire-amendments-to-part-two-of-the-sexual-offences-
act-2003; see also Home Office 2012a)

The Sexual Offences Act 2003 (Remedial) Order2012
No. 1883 amended the Sexual Offences Act 2003 by
introducing new sections 91A-F which came into
force 30 July 2012; this meant the first applications
for review could be heard from 1st September 2012
as the first date on which it was possible to have
been on the register for 15 years since implementa-
tion 1 September 1997. The Home Office has
produced guidance on how the reviews should work
(Home Office 2012b). Similar arrangements have
been made for Scotland with new sections 88A-I
inserted into the Sexual Offences Act 2003.

The Review Process
If a person on the register for life believes they no
longer pose a risk to society they can now apply to
have their continued need for registration reviewed
with a view to coming off the register. The police will
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consider their application and let them know if it has
been successful or not. The appeals process applies
only to life-time registrants and not to anyone with
a lesser determinate period of registration. The ap-
plication can only be made after 15 years on the
register; after eight years if the person concerned
was a juvenile at the time of initial registration.
Application has to be made on a set form obtainable
from the police and should be accompanied by any
supporting evidence the applicant can put together;
the police are duty bound to consider submissions
by the applicant (Sexual Offences Act 2003 s91D (2)
(n)). Whether or not the police will consider informa-
tion pointing out that the applicant was an innocent
person who had experienced a miscarriage of justice
is uncertain. They may ignore such information and
work solely to the court records that this was a
conviction; at worse it may go against the applicant
because the police might consider them to be ‘in
denial’ about what they have done.

The police will acknowledge receipt of the applica-
tion within 14 days. If the applicant is also subject
to a Sexual Offences Prevention Order (SOPO) that
must have been revoked before any application to
come off the register can be considered (4).

The police will then set about deciding if the applica-
tion can be accepted or refused; this is referred to as
the ‘determination’ by the police and involves them
contacting other relevant bodies who may be able to
assist them. The police should take into account the
seriousness of the original offence, the time that has
passed since then, the age of the victim, any offenc-
es committed relating to notification requirements,
an assessment of risk of future harm, any offences
committed overseas and any views expressed by the
victims of the person applying. The registrant may
also input any evidence that   indicates that he is no
longer a threat to anyone and the police will take
that into account. The full legal requirements of a
‘determination’ are listed in the new Section 91D of
the Sexual Offences Act 2003. In considering the ‘risk
of sexual harm’ the police will use their existing RM
2000 instrument of risk assessment (see also MoJ
2012 Section 11 on risk assessment) and their overall
final ‘determination’ must give their considered
written reasons for the decision to stop registration
or require it to continue. The final decision has to be
signed off by an officer of at least Superintendent
rank.

A ‘discharge letter’ will be sent to a successful appli-
cant and becomes effective upon receipt of the let-
ter. If an application has been refused the person
concerned has a right of appeal to a magistrates’
court within 21 days (see diagram on page 22).

Conclusions
The government has clearly not wanted to introduce
an appeals system to allow people to come off the
sex offender register and has made its feelings
known at each step of the way. The Home Secretary
declared she was ‘appalled’ at the Supreme Court’s
decision and a right of independent appeal was only
introduced because it was clear that more judicial
proceedings would follow if one was not
introduced.

In May 2013 it was reported that some 80
applications to come off the register had been
received and 43 of these had been approved; the
vast majority of them had been decided by the
police without resort to an appeal except for one
that was made on appeal to a Magistrates Court.
Appeals in the Magistrates Court had the
disadvantage - from the applicants’ point of view -
that they were in public and could be reported by
the press (Mail on Line 6 May 2013 – available at:
http://www.dailymail. co.uk/news/article-2320483/Child-
rapists-taken-Sex-Offenders-Register-secret--police-say-
protect-human-rights.html).

Footnotes
(1) In Scotland the law is slightly different allowing judge’s

discretion to add people to the register if they think there
was ‘a significant sexual aspect to the offender’s behaviour
in committing the offence’ (Sexual Offence Act 2003
Schedule3 para.60).

(2) For a glimpse of what life on the register is like see Brian
Hudson’s article in Faction July 2013 (Hudson 2013).

(3) The Sexual Offences Act 2003 (Remedial) (Scotland) Order
2011 no. 45

(4) SOPO revocations are covered by the Sexual Offences Act
2003 s108; it should be noted that SOPOs will soon be
replaced by the new Sexual Risk Orders and Sexual Harm
Prevention Orders contained in the Anti-Social Behaviour,
Crime and Policing Act 2014 Part 6.
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We had a
great day in

Oxford!

FACT Secretary, Brian

Committee member AllanPleased to be here!

Great food at lunchtime Horatio plays ‘Pin-a-tail-on-the
Justice Secretary’

Dr Sato & Prof Hoyle
Panellists Dennis Eady, Barbara

Hewson, Mark Barlow, Mark
Newby, Rosie Waterhouse &

Claire Curtis-Thomas

Panellist, ProfessorPhil Rumney from
UWE

Nicholas & Brian present Ros with flow-ers, a book & a vote of thanks from
FACT members

Justice is a matter of
not losing your headThank you to participants and the Conference Panel

The committee and FACT members would like to extend a warm thank you to the numerous specialists who gave up their Saturday to attend
the conference, and in particular the contribution of Panel Members.

Mark Barlow, Barrister, is well known to members of FACT, having been one of our supporters from the very early days of the movement. He
practices in England and Wales and Northern Ireland and is recognised as one of the leading counsel in historic allegation of sexual abuse and
miscarriages of justice cases.

Claire Curtis-Thomas is a former MP for Crosby and was Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) for Abuse Investigations. She has
described one of her proudest moments as campaigning on behalf of people wrongly convicted of sex abuse and being with them on the steps
of the appeal court on the day of their release.

Dennis Eady PhD is a Case Consultant to Cardiff Law School Innocence Project) and he founded the voluntary pressure group now known as
South Wales against Wrongful Conviction  which has provided support to victims of miscarriages of justice and their families and friends and
has campaigned on several high profile cases.

Barbara Hewson, Barrister, is an award-winning civil practitioner, whose cases includes regulatory defence work, judicial review, and High
Court and appellate advocacy. She noted for her courage in standing up for due process and the legal principle that there should be a ‘pre-
sumption of innocent until proven guilty’.

Margaret Jervis is an independent legal and social researcher who has researched evidential reliability in this field for 25 years, working as
consultant on defence case analysis, strategy and appeals in contested sexual allegations in the criminal justice system.

Mark Newby is a Solicitor Advocate and Miscarriage of Justice Lawyer. He is a principal member of QualitySolicitors Jordans and has been in-
volved in representing those falsely accused for many years.

Phil Rumney is a Professor of Criminal Justice at Bristol Law School, UWE. His research on false allegations of rape is widely cited. He is cur-
rently examining the scope and extent of false allegations of abuse.

Rosie Waterhouse is Director of the MA in Investigative Journalism MA at City University London and a freelance journalist with extensive ex-
perience as an investigative reporter. She has published widely on the subjects of satanic ritual abuse and the controversy of false versus re-
covered memories of childhood abuse.

The Conference Venue
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Natalie Smith and Hilary Doherty

We Bring Order To Chaos

Anyone accused of a criminal offence will feel upset, angry and confused. People often
panic because they know that everything that matters to them is at stake.

We have the experience and expertise to give you clear legal advice – to guide you
through the process and keep your mind clear and focused on your defence.

Whatever stage your case has reached, we can be contacted on

07796 541 340

nsmith@itnsolicitors.com or hdoherty@itnsolicitors.com

www.defendingfalseallegations.co.uk

ITN Solicitors, No.5 Stratford Office Village, 4 Romford Road, Stratford, London E15 4EA

“We will have a few hundred prisoners more who have to share a cell for
a few weeks. That's what overcrowding actually means,"

(Justice Secretary, Chris Grayling in an interview on BBC 4, Today)
Cartoon ©2014 Copyright Gary Clement of the (Canadian) National Post
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I recently found time to ponder on what had been the
basic approach, by both the prosecution and defence
systems, in the trials concerning allegations of child
abuse, in what can only be described as our indescribably
weak justice system. I spent, time re-reading the
numerous articles Iris and I had written over the years,
along with the many Government reports, starting with
the Home Affairs Select Committee report of 2002, and
continuing through the Waterhouse and several others
publications such as the Jillings report from North Wales,
the ill-fated Report by the Clwydd Social Services
Department etc. Then the excellent 'The Secret of Bryn
Estyn', and The Great Children's Homes Panic, Richard
Webster's expose of the  abuse claims during the 1990 –
2002 period. These were followed by such publications as
'Victims of     Memory' (USA 1995 G B 1996), Claims of
Innocence (2010) The Cardiff Five (2012) and finally the
interim report of the Pallial Investigation into the North
Wales abuse investigations during the period 1989 – 2000
and also re-visiting the period of the early 1960s and the
seldom mentioned happenings alleged to have occurred
during  that period

There was one overriding element throughout these
publications which give rise to substantial concern,
namely, the concept of guilt, a matter to which I shall
return frequently as I set my thoughts down in this
article. Most recently the media has made constant
reference to what is claimed to be the depredations of
Savile, whilst I have no intention of affording a defence of
Savile, it is essential to comment on the fact that there
would not appear a scintilla of evidence to support the
many and various allegations that have been made
against him. There is of course a parallel in that is precise-
ly what occurred during the period 1980 – 2002, when
abuse allegations were being investigated by virtually
every Police Authority in the country.  This phenomena
has been revisited recently following the media frenzy
over Savile. (See below) With the exception of a small
number of instances where those accused have pleaded
their guilt in answer to the charges levelled against them,
the evidence has been effectively non-existent, consist-
ing of verbal allegations by a comparatively small
number of individuals whilst the vast majority of those
interviewed   had no complaint to make. On July 13th

2013, a radio Nottingham broadcast stated that the joint
Police Forces of Nottinghamshire –      Leicestershire – and
Derbyshire had arrested thirty nine (39) people in what
was described as ' The biggest   investigation into child
abuse ever mounted in that   region', This statement must
be open to question as Leicestershire in particular had
carried out extensive  police investigations previously
into such cases, including that of of Frank Beck.  These
figures are augmented by the latest report that a further

19 people had been arrested by those
concerned with operation Pallial.
Although at present only one individual
has been charged, several have  been
interviewed.  However, the major factor here is that this
is clearly a throwback to the trawling days of the
1980/1990 period and the accompanying hysteria,
stoked by various elements  of the media and sadly some
elements in the justice system.

In September last year (2013) there was considerable
coverage of the trial of Michael Turner (Le Vell) which
caused me to reconsider the entire approach of the
defence during the trials of individuals facing allegations
of abuse, primarily in an historical context, but not
exclusively so. One classic example of what one might
think of as a 'Trial Without Evidence' is that of Turner. The
Daily Mail on September 11th  following his acquittal
devoted five full pages, including the front lead item,
under the heading 'Why Was He Ever Charged?' The
newspaper asked the question, then gave what one must
believe to be a considered opinion in response:

 “What happened to Michael Turner
was an abuse of our judicial system”

“The 'evidence' as it unfolded itself in the witness box,
would have had any sensible person shaking their head in
disbelief'. There was never any physical or forensic evi-
dence, no psychiatric report, simply the words of one
young girl and her mother, who incidentally could not
offer any direct account only support her daughter's
claims”. This absence of evidence has been manifested
on numerous occasions in the past. Sadly those who had
been accused, in the firm belief that justice would prevail
had put their trust in the justice system. We are innocent
and the jury will see that when they consider the
evidence.

This situation has  been exacerbated recently  when  a
number of extremely well known men have appeared in
various  courts to face charges outlined against, them
dating back to the middle of the nineteen sixties. It is
woefully easy to make a claim of wrongdoing at any time,
but it is nigh impossible to defend oneself against such
claims. The only response to such charges is to revert
back to the law as it stood at that time and should still
apply! The prosecution must be made to prove their case
beyond any reasonable doubt and leave the emotional
charge at the door of the court. The case should be tried
on the facts, not on the emotional hysteria that the pros-
ecution will attempt to promote, in order to persuade the
jury to effectively ignore the lack of evidence.

George Jenson: “Presumed Innocent”
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Of course in more recent times the requirement of
witness evidence has been changed to afford the 'system'
greater prospects of a conviction. 'Never let the truth
stand in the way of a good conviction' would appear to be
the mantra of the current justice system, as I explained in
a recent article published in FACTion in 2012. A more
detailed version of this concept was published in booklet
format under the title of  'Presumed Guilty'.  This booklet
was widely circulated to various authorities, including
both Houses of Parliament.

But the matter goes far far deeper than that, the newspa-
per thought that the trial of Turner was an abuse of
process, I firmly believe that such trials are, in them-
selves, an abuse of process, given the manner in which
they are conducted, and what is, or is not, allowed as
evidence. An example of this was a case which came to
my notice and caused some  concern whilst I was
corresponding  with men in prison. One  was attempting
to obtain permission to appeal – in this specific case the
evidence of one one witness was simply to regurgitate
the substance of a conversation between three persons
in a public house which purported to support an allega-
tion by a third party. The defence barrister did not chal-
lenge the 'evidence', but told the defendant,  “I am not
here to nit-pick for you! There was no attempt to
ascertain the level of intoxication, if relevant, of all, or
any, of those discussing the matter. There was no at-
tempt to ascertain the time of night, nor how long they
had been in the pub drinking! This was allowed under the
terms of hearsay evidence in accord with recent changes
in the law. In this case the defending barrister reiterated
her statement, “I am not here to nit pick for you”

You will be very aware that, when questioned by the
police under caution, you are required to inform them of
anything which you may later rely on in court. This is
where the abuse of process starts and one of the most
worrying aspects of many previous trials has been the
opportunity afforded the complainants, with the
collaboration of the investigating police, to amend their
statements to 'fit' the circumstances which were spelled
out in the defendant’s statements. For instance,  where
the stated dates did not accord with the factual evidence,
or with the intended defence, the complainant was
allowed, indeed encouraged, to amend the dates given in
their original account of events. This is allowed for in the
requirement for the defence to inform the prosecution of
their intended approach to the 'evidence'. These matters
are additional to any malpractice there may have been by
the investigating officers; there are abundant examples
of such activity. This process is tantamount to informing
the prosecution “This is my defence you can now amend
your case to correspond”.

 I believe that there is a basically simple and legal way in
which to obviate this type of distortion of evidence, by

either such amendments to statements, or malpractice
by the prosecuting authorities.  I am firmly of the opinion
that defendants should revert to the basic principle in
law, which is intended to safeguard the defendant from
unsafe conviction. Namely that the jury's verdict should
be based on  guilt being proven beyond reasonable doubt
by the evidence. This, as a concept, has been, to a very
considerable extent disregarded in the majority of cases
of historical abuse, and more recent cases of alleged
sexual abuse,   particularly  those relating to staff of
residential establishments.  The pattern of the past has
been a requirement to prove ones innocence. As stated
above  it is easy to make an allegation but extremely
difficult to defend oneself after a period of twenty or
thirty plus years.  How much more-so if  Operation Pallial,
and recent cases of T V celebrities, deem it viable  to take
persons to trial for alleged incidents dating back to the
1960s, up to fifty or more years previously,  and yet this
would  appear to be the intended practice.

This pursuance of alleged offending dating back to the
middle of the last century, has inherent dangers for those
who are the subject of such allegations. The most
insidious manner in which such claims are dealt with
under the present system of justice is grossly unfair and
most certainly does not answer to the concept of justice
that  would be recognised by the man in the street  An
individual may be taken to court to face  charges that are
framed in the terms of current legislation, yet it is
possible that the individual, under such circumstances, is
being being tried for something which was not an offence
at the time of the alleged incident.

The corollary of this would be for example, if the speed
limit on a motorway were to be reduced to sixty miles per
hour, thus after the date that this law is entered into the
statute books all drivers who had previously exceeded
sixty could be prosecuted for exceeding the speed limit.
Alternatively a schoolmaster of the fifties and sixties
could quite legitimately  physically punish the recalcitrant
schoolboy - I well remember the tawse in my school in
Scotland. One can readily anticipate that a claim against
such punishments being being made in more recent
times would be still be pursued by the law enforcement
agencies.  Such a claim has already been upheld: a
deputy of mine was charged and found guilty under those
precise terms in a Cardiff Crown Court over a decade ago!!

Let us now examine the possible circumstances of
adopting an approach requiring the  prosecution to prove
their case beyond all reasonable doubt. There are a
number of simple basic steps that may be taken by the
individual and their legal representatives.

First,  it should be made known from the outset that one
has no intention of offering any form of defence at any
stage prior to a trial by simply stating, “ I am innocent and
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therefore there can be no reason to offer a defence” -
such a statement may be substantiated by adding that
one cannot prove a negative, therefore one cannot offer
a defence of something which never occurred.

There are a number of criteria in addition to the 'public
interest' and 'conviction prospect'  that the Crown
Prosecutors have to consider  before deciding whether to
prosecute or not. If a decision is made to prosecute, it
should be clearly stated that the defendant's line will be
that the prosecution must prove their case beyond all
reasonable doubt and it is intended, through the
questioning and pursuing of every point placed before
the Court as evidence, whether by statements of police,
complainants or CPS, to ensure by that these criteria are
met. One example of this approach might be to ensure a
probing cross-examination of those presented to the
court claiming an offence took place between a period of
years, for example between 1992 and 1998. If, as is very
frequently claimed, there is lasting trauma which has
caused various ill effects to the claimant, then a much
more clearly defined date should surely be available.  One
must therefore insist that  appropriate documentation be
made available to ascertain the possible dates,  also the
medical records appropriate to the alleged trauma.

Of further interest is the 'unused evidence' deposit where
not infrequently documents of some importance to the
defence had been 'mislaid'.  Alternatively pertinent
documents have been found amongst  statements which
could have assisted the defence.  You may be aware that
the police guidelines for senior officers investigating is
that, if after six visits there  are  no allegations made, this
should be considered a 'negative' statement. In fact this
is anything but  negative, it can be seen as a very positive
statement for the defence, and should be used as such.
An essential element of this approach would be to
require the prosecution to supply figures of – how many
ex pupils were interviewed in the case of a school, or
alternatively how many persons of a similar
circumstance, i.e. who visited the same venue;  how
many complaints were made spontaneously and not as a
result of a police visit? In cases of abuse investigations,
how many of those interviewed by the investigating
teams, actually stated that they had no knowledge of
such   conduct or made similar such statements?

As a constituent part of the requirement to prove their
case, the prosecution would be invited to apply a
polygraph test to prove the authenticity of the
statements of both parties, complainant and defendant.
It was recently made known by the Government that it is
proposed that sexual offenders being released from
prison would be required to undergo such a test to
ascertain the level of risk they represented to society. At
present,  testing is carried out on a voluntary basis. If
there is such a level of trust in the findings of these  tests,

then it is arguable that any person making a claim of
having been sexually abused, in whatever manner,
should successfully negotiate such testing. Failure to
undergo  a test could be used to suggest the unreliability
of the claims being made.

One other test which may prove to be of value would be
the Rorschach Ink Blot test,  with which I am familiar, and
is invariably used as a test of of individual perceptions.
The inkblot test is a psychological test in which subjects'
perceptions of inkblots are recorded, then analysed using
interpretation techniques, complex algorithms or
occasionally both.  This test is used by psychologists to
examine a person's personality, characteristics and
emotional functioning. It has been employed to detect
underlying thought disorders, especially in cases where
patients are reluctant to describe their thinking processes
openly.

These tests could possibly allow access to the thought
processes of the complainant and would therefore open
the complainant to the questions of falsity and passage of
time, or what might be considered to be 'unhealthy'
thinking in connection with sexual        allegations. A claim,
not infrequently made, is that the complainant was not
issuing false statements but was confused over events
long past. “Creating a false memory is a process. Some-
one saying, 'I know it could have happened' is in fact
taking the first steps of actually creating a memory”
( J Pickrell , University of Washington USA ).

We have learned a great deal in the ensuing years since
we thought that being innocent and truthful would be
sufficient. We are no longer the naïve and trusting souls
that we were, and the prosecution had better get used to
the idea that they will be challenged every step of the
way, by people who are now well versed in the no longer
acceptable ways, that had been adopted in the past.
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A new West Country gallery is giving prisoners and
ex-offenders a chance to display their artistic talent
and help them turn their lives around. Art Behind
Bars in Gloucester has only been open for six
months, but has already raised around £1000
through the sale of fine art, photography and ceram-
ics created by prisoners currently serving sentences.

The gallery began as an offshoot of Break the Chain,
a scheme set up a couple of years ago by Alastair
Chambers and Jonny Singh, designed to rehabilitate
offenders through the creation of real-world job
opportunities that would otherwise be unavailable
to them. As a result of their prison visits, Alastair and
Jonny became aware of the creative work that was
being done behind bars, and hit upon the idea of
setting up a gallery where the work could be exhibit-
ed.

They settled upon a vacant unit in the busy King's
Walk Shopping Centre in the heart of the city. Since
opening in August last year, visitors have embraced
the concept of the gallery and have been very gener-
ous in praise of the idea. It has even received posi-
tive endorsement from the city's MP, Richard
Graham.

Art Behind Bars has been set
up as a not-for-profit organ-
isation, and the proceeds
from sales are divided be-
tween the artist and the Vic-
tim Support charity. This
means that not only do the

prisoners find an outlet for their creativity, but they
also get the chance to make some recompense to
those their behaviour has harmed.

However, there have been some setbacks in recent
months, not least of which was the untimely death
of co-founder Jonny in a road accident shortly before
Christmas. Business partner Alastair was devastated
by the news, but after a period of grieving, he vowed
to continue the project as a legacy to Jonny.   How-
ever, this has not proved easy, as Jonny was the
prime mover in negotiating with prison staff and
collecting art for the gallery, and Alastair - who also
owns a busy building company - has had to offload

these responsi-
bilities to the
volunteers who
keep the  gallery open.
 Acting manager of Art Behind Bars, Kurt Schroeder,
says: "We're operating on a zero budget, which
means we're constrained in terms of what we can do
to present the work professionally.

"Ideally, we need professional framing equipment
and acid-free materials in order to present the work
to the standard it deserves. After all, we aspire to be
a fine art gallery that can compete with the best
galleries in Britain. However, we face innumerable
obstacles in achieving this on a zero-funding baseline.

"Despite the obstacles, we have real ambition for
the gallery to make its mark as a showcase of the
infinite talent within the prison system. To do so, we
need funding to develop a website and correspond-
ing database of all prisoner art throughout Great
Britain, where prisoners can upload their work under
supervision, and enable us to develop our curatorial
practice. The ultimate aim is to raise the profile of
prison art in the public consciousness."

Keeping the gallery up and running is
a full-time commitment, and Art
Behind Bars is fortunate to have the
help of several dedicated
volunteers, I am but one of them.
We really need help in
developing our marketing skills and seeking out
sources of funding. We want to keep the project
going as long as we can, but we can't do it on
goodwill and enthusiasm alone.

To find out more about Art Behind Bars, email
artbehindbarsgloucester@yahoo.com, visit
www.facebook.com/artbehindbarsgloucester or
telephone 07463 045914.

Julia Price on “Art Behind Bars”
Artwork Photos by Kurt Schroeder


